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And now for something
completely different...
This pamphlet is your guide to a world
much like our own, but at the same time very
different, very alien and very dangerous.
Enclosed within these pages is a glimpse
of Mechanika: Empires of Blood and Steam.
Here you will find everything you need to play.
Included are the rules for combat, the rules to
the fate system, and the first part of a long story
about the journey your group undertakes to
the city of spires. The demo gives you a choice
of seven complete characters for your party to
select from and play, and this is just the first step
in the evolution of this group.
This booklet is designed to provide you
and your friends with a taste of what this parallel world contains. It is meant to show you first
hand how satisfying cinematic roleplaying is,
and why we believe we have something truly
special here to share with you..
We sincerely hope you enjoy what we
have to offer. If you do I implore you to visit
www.xaospublishing.com, as well as our
kickstarter page to preorder our core rulebook
and take part in our vision.
For now however, welcome to Mechanika.
A world where flux, the very life energy of all
things, has been harnessed by man and monster
alike. A world that has been forced to adapt to
how its native and alien residents bend and twist
this powerful energy to form strange and terrible
magics and artefacts.
This is London in the Celtic empire. The year is
1897, and the great dominions of the world are
at the brink of war.
It has been almost 1000 years since the Fae
Trods closed, and 1000 years since the supposed
defeat of the great and terrible Old Ones. The
world has been forever changed by invaders
both benign and malevolent, hailing from the
deepest parts of the dark void. Bizaare new
guests with amazing and awful powers. and no
means with which to escape this prison we call
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Earth.

Your group is one of many groups
calling themselves the Nouveau, or new
thinkers. People who reject and refuse the
stingy, pompous victorian world, and instead reach for something different, using
your unique gifts to alter the world.
Welcome to Mechanika. From all of us
here at Xaos Publishing thank you for your
support, and please enjoy!
-M.P. Yorty
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encounters
or
“oh god they’re shooting at me”
Disclaimer: These are simplified rules for
encounters, and do not reflect the complete
game mechanics.

• Combat Action- The character uses a weapon
or ability to attack.
• Defensive Action- Character can block, dodge,
parry or guard.

• Quick Action- Quick actions can be used to
do something that requires simple easy actions.
Some examples of quick actions are:
Whether it is a combat or non-combat
-Drinking a potion.
situation, all encounters follow a simple formula. -Loading an auto-loader.
-Ducking behind a table that is next to a
1) Determine Initiative
character.
2) Characters decide their actions
3) GM resolves the characters action and takes
• Sustained Action- These actions continue an
actions himself
action from a previous round.
Some examples of sustained actions are:
Simple enough, right? Well, there is a little -Continuing to levitate.
more that you need to know before you can go
-Holding onto another character’s hand as they
slashing away at some poor gent’s codpiece.
try to pull themselves up over a cliff’s edge.
-Maintaining a complicated set of lies against a
1) Initiative
sly detective.
The first step in any encounter with
at least two opposed sides is to determine
initiative.
Initiative is determined by making an
agility roll. This is done by rolling all four
FUDGE Dice and adding your agility modifier
if you have one. The creature with the highest
initiative goes first.
Initiative can be predetermined by the GM
if a character has been surprised or ambushed,
such as by failing a perception check.

• Interruptions- An action that takes place during another character’s turn.

• Surprised/Ambushed- If a character ever fails a
perception roll to a character using stealth, the
stealthy character gets first initiative.

Regardless of who or what you are, every
character gets one movement action, one
defensive action, and one combat action.

2. Character Actions

Some characters will have a higher than
normal agility score, however, and those folks
will have access to additional combat or
defensive action as follows

For every round of an encounter each
character can perform several types of actions.
• Move Action- The character can move his/her
movement speed.
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• Running- By trading a combat action for a
movement action the character can run, moving
twice his movement speed in one round.
So now you know what types of actions your
character can perform in a round, but just how
many actions does a character get per round
anyway?

+1 Agility gives you an additional defensive
action
+2 Agility gives you an additional combat action
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+3 Agility gives you an additional defensive
action
+4 Agility gives you an additional combat action
Actions in an encounter are fluid things
though, so substitutions can be made. A
character can substitute a combat action or
defensive action for either a movement action, an
interrupt action, or two quick actions
You’re probably asking yourself, “Now that
I know what kinds of actions I have, how do
they work?” Well, listen closely and I’ll tell
you.
Combat actions are determined by
your skill in that type of combat: sword skill
for swords, Incantation for most magic, and
firearms for a revolver, just to name a few. To
perform a combat action, you roll four dice, or a
set, and add or subtract your skill modifier. This
will determine whether or not you hit, and if so
how badly you injure the opponent.
Example: Gorlak the Insufferable, a goblin
Pyromancer of great power and terrible hygiene,
is trying to set his enemy ablaze with a fire bolt.
The GM has determined that Gorlak needs a fair
success (+1) to penetrate his enemy’s armor and
injure him. Gorlak has an Incantation skill of +2,
and when he rolls he receives two successes and
two failures effectively negating his roll, however when he adds his skill modifier of +2 it comes
to a good success (+2).
Gorlak smiles, baring rows of rancid
yellow teeth, and easily sets his enemy ablaze
with his spell. The fire bolt spell does +1
damage, so overall when he adds his good
success (+2), and the damage of his spell (+1), it
comes to a total of +3, enough to leave nothing
but smoldering ashes where his opponent once
was.
Defensive Actions are determined by
either your agility for a dodge or fortitude for a
block or parry.
Parrying and blocking- When you choose
to either parry or block you make an opposed
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roll against the attacker. You roll your set and
add either your weapon skill or shield bonus
respectively. The amount of damage not
absorbed by the weapon or shield is transferred
to the character.
Example: Elizabeth, a plucky air pirate
who is high on optimism, but low on common
sense, is attempting to parry the attacks of the
Sky Force Lieutenant. The Lieutenant swings his
sword and gets a good success overall (+2)
Elizabeth deflects with her rapier and they
clash in mid-air. She rolls her set and manages to
get a fair success (+1). If Elizabeth was wearing
no armor, and had no perks to call on, she would
take 1 point of hurt damage, as she was not quite
skilled enough to completely prevent the
Lieutenant’s sword from finding its mark.
Dodging- When you dodge you roll an
opposed roll against the attack, and add your
Athletics modifier to it. For a melee attack you
must have room to dodge equal to the reach of
the weapon you are dodging.
In the case of a ranged attack you must
either have something to divert the projectile
with, or have enough room to dodge the Area of
Effect, or you must have at least 10 feet of area to
dodge in for a medium-sized creature.
Example: Torque, the dwarven Gun Mage,
is trying to avoid becoming target practice
himself, while his opponent takes potshots at
him from across the room. His opponent fires his
rifle and achieves a Great Success (+3). Torque
grabs a table and flips it over trying to dodge
behind it, and rolls a Good success (+2). Torque
hears the table splinter, and takes 1 hurt damage
as a few large pieces of wood lodge in his arm
Guard- A character who is out of defensive actions may still guard. A guard is simply
an unmodified opposed roll.
Interrupt- A character can forfeit a combat or defensive action to use it during another
character’s turn. The character must state what
he is attempting to interrupt when he forfeits his
action.
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For example, “I want to interrupt with my
shield spell if someone attacks me with a ranged
weapon”
So now you know how you can use your
actions to attack, defend, and just about
everything in between. But what happens
when the unthinkable occurs, and suddenly
your little body is getting all full of holes? Just
how much punishment can you take before
you can’t take no more?
Wounds- Each character has 3 damage
grids. Constitution, for physical damage. Stress
for mental damage. Ego for social damage. Each
character starts with 6 points in each grid. The
First three are for bruised damage, The next two
are for hurt damage, and the final point is for
grevious damage.
Once a character takes a 7th point of damage he will go into shock if it is physical damage,
he will lose consciousness if it is mental damage,
or he will become withdrawn if it is social damage.
Each wound type is directly linked to
a specific attribute, and if that character has a
good (+1), or higher level in that attribute he
will receive a bonus to his wounds; Fortitude for
Constitution, Willpower for Stress, and Presence
for Ego.
The character gains a bonus point in each
grid as follows: For (+1) or (+2) you receive an
extra grevious. For (+3) you receive an extra
hurt. For (+4) you receive an extra bruised. The
bonuses are dependent on the grid’s attribute.
That works in reverse as well, however.
Characters with (-1) or (-2) to a stat lose one
bruised wound. At (-3) the character will lose
two bruised wounds. For (-4) the character will
lose one hurt wound.
Now of course if you’re hale and hearty,
with all your wound points accounted for,
you’re gonna be a little bit more capable than
if you were basically walking hamburger meat.
So a character that takes enough damage to
take him to the next level of wounds will suffer
penalties accordingly. At hurt level, your rolls
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will suffer by (-1), and for grevious it’s (-2).
Shock- A character that has taken enough
damage to go into shock must be stabilized by a
heal check, with a difficulty level being equal to
the overflow damage.
Example: If the character took 4
damage and he only had 2 wounds remaining,
that would bring him to (-2) in wound levels,
meaning he must have a (+2) first aid roll to
stabilize him, or use some other means to heal at
least one point of damage. If the character is not
healed in a number of rounds equal to his
fortitude bonus the character will die. A
character in shock can take only 1 quick action
per round.
Armor- A character may have armor or
even tough hide that provides protection. These
provide an armor bonus. Each round a
character’s armor may absorb a number of
points of constitution damage equal to its defense value.
Unconscious- A character that is unconscious can take no actions, and remains
unconscious for a number of hours equal to their
full stress grid. They can be brought back to
consciousness if a character makes a great (+2)
heal check or if at least one point of stress is
removed.
Withdrawn- A character that is
withdrawn experiences a mental break down,
and will immediately attempt to leave the social
activity and go somewhere private or secluded
to brood over their bruised ego.
Upon losing their last point of ego the
character must roll an unopposed presence roll.
If the roll results in a critical failure the character
is controlled by the gm or player, and will act in
an extreme fashion based upon his level of social
ridicule.
Example: Lady Wellington has been
attacked socially all night by Lord Avery. After
a particularly cutting remark about her father
marrying a great African ape, she loses her last
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point of Ego. She rolls an unopposed presence
roll, and gets a (-4), a critical failure. The GM and
player decide she tries to take her honor into her
own hands, and Lady Wellington proceeds to
punch the pompous Lord with a set of concealed
brass knuckles. This incites the party to become
a riot and causes her ladyship to spend the night
in a jail cell.

one enemy full of holes. So how do you go
about wielding two weapons anyway?

Critical failures - Critical failures are
automatic failures no matter what bonus a
character has. If the weapon or effect has no
modifier or effect for critical failures, it simply
fails.

Unstable footing- If your character is in a
moving vehicle or on an unstable foothold, such
as balancing on a small beam or hanging from
an object, you take (-2) from the combat roll.

Dual wielding - A character using 2
weapons, or a weapon in an off hand, takes a (-3)
penalty to his off hand weapon, unless he/she
has a perk that negates this..

You’re not always gonna be puttin’ the bleed
on people, sometimes you just gotta smash
We’ve been talking a lot about critical
successes and critical failures, and by this point something. So what if you want to attack an
inanimate object like a door?
you’re probably wondering what those are.
Well...
Inanimate objects- Inanimate objects have
All rolls in the game require 4 three or six a hardness and a structure. Hardness has the
sided dice. There are only three outcomes to any same effect as armor. Structure functions the
same as constitution. They can be attacked and
individual die roll, a success side, a failure side,
destroyed just like any opponent.
and a blank side. When all 4 dice show a
success, it’s a critical success. When all 4 dice
show a failure, it’s a critical failure. FUDGE Dice Sometimes in the heat of battle things’ll get
kinda...irregular. So what happens if you want
use plus-minus-blank.
to shoot a thugger while you’re hanging off the
wing of a biplane, or what happens if you’re
Critical success- Critical Successes vary
and are implemented by the weapon or ability’s outnumbered?
assigned critical. If a weapon or ability has no
Combat modifiers- In combat sometimes
assignment there is no additional effect. A
critical hit does not ensure an automatic success, things are a bit different than we would expect
but will instead allow the character to re-roll the or want them to be. Perhaps you’re surrounded
by a bunch of ogres who want to collect those
set and add that total to the original roll.
Example: Tom wants to stab a Cthonian in 2000 sovereigns you owe them, one way or
another. Or maybe you’re balancing on a
one of its eyes. The GM states it’s only possible
speeding boat trying to line up that perfect rifle
with a legendary success (+6). Tom rolls a
shot.
critical success with his sword (which has no
critical modifier), He then rolls again and gets a
Flanked- If you and another character
great success (+3). That’s enough for him to
surround a single character, he is flanked and
viciously stab that dark creature directly in its
you gain +1 to hit with any melee attacks.
eye.

They say it’s better to have one gun in the
hand, than two in the holster. I respectfully
disagree. Better to have two guns in hand and
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Protect- A character may use an interrupt
action to move to aid another character by
blocking, parrying, or guarding for that
character. The character you wish to aid must be
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within your movement range and you must take
(-2) to your block, parry, or guard roll.
Charge- A character that runs may then
spend a combat action to charge. In order to
charge you must have double your movement
speed in distance between you and the target,
and you must hit with your combat roll. If you
succeed you add your weapon or ability damage
twice. Whenever you charge you forfeit 1
defensive action.
Retreat- A character that wishes to leave
combat with a creature may choose to forfeit a
combat and defensive action to retreat. If you
retreat each opponent around you is allowed an
attack against you. You can still defend
normally.
It’s not just you out there, chum. You and your
friends need to work together as a team if you
want to keep your pretty skins attached. So
what do you do when you need to help your
buddy out with something? Like breaking
down a door, or co-interrogating a prisoner?
Assisting- A character that wants to help
another character with a non-combat action like
breaking down a door or moving a large object
does so by performing an assist.
An assist allows you to add your bonus to another characters roll.
Example: Rupert and Randy,
archeologists extraordinaire, want to lift a large
boulder to get to a trap door beneath. Rupert,
the first character, makes his roll (strength plus
athletics), and gets a great success of (+3). Randy
has a (+1) bonus to strength plus a (+1) bonus to
athletics. His bonuses come to +2 together, so by
combining their strength they get a (+5) bonus to
their roll.
Here’s the cold hard truth of it though, you’re
gonna get wrecked up. You’re gonna get
stabbed, shot, beaten, drowned, poisoned,
roughed up, and you can count yourself lucky
if that’s the worst of it. So what do you do
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about healing yourself after all that?
Healing- A character heals one point
of bruised damage per day, one hurt damage
per week, and finally one grevious wound per
month.
Faster Healing- Characters can improve
the rate at which they heal by making a
medical roll. On a fair (+1) medical roll your
bruised damage will be healed at one point per
hour. A good (+2) roll will heal a hurt point in
one day. A great roll (+3) will heal a grevious
wound in a week. Mental damage can be healed
the same way.
Social Damage- To heal social damage
faster requires the use of discipline, but follows
the same formula as Faster Healing.
When the bullets start flying, the smart
character knows where the cover’s at. So
exactly how do you take cover?
A character can take cover by using a
dodge action in one of three ways.
Scene cover- A character dodges behind
an item in the scene. Taking scene cover in this
way gives a bonus against ranged attacks, that
is dependent on the item and how you position
yourself behind it. This bonus is determined by
the GM, but should follow these basic premises.
+1 Object covers half the characters body
+1 Object is strong enough to block the projectile
+1 Object covers the characters entire body
+2 The character can not be seen behind the
object
Carried cover- The character uses a block
action to use an object to cover part of his body.
This should give the equivalent of a shield bonus
of equal size, provided the object has the
structure to block the projectile.
Living shield- The character uses a
living creature as a shield. To do this you must
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succeed at a brawl roll, and the creature you are
using is allowed an opposed brawl roll to break
free (unless the creature is willing). Both rolls
must be done prior to the attack.
The creature used as the shield gives a
cover bonus of +2 to the character using the
shield. If the opponent chooses to fire through
the living shield however, it gives only +1 and
both the character and the shield will take damage. The shield takes the base damage of the
attack if the roll fails by -2 or less.
Sometimes, when you’re in the thick of it,
you don’t always have a clear shot. So what
happens when you want to shoot at a target
involved in melee combat?
Shooting into melee- There is a 50%
chance that a character will hit the correct target.
For each point of agility over 0, you may add +5
percent to that chance.
You’re gonna be runnin’ across a lotta gear
in your travels, some of it you’re gonna want
to take with you. So how much of it can you
carry?
Carrying Capacity- A character can carry
an amount of weight equal to to the chart below.
Strength Modifier
-4 20 lbs
-3 40 lbs
-2 60 lbs
-1 80 lbs
+0 105 lbs
+1 155lbs
+2 205lbs
+3 260
+4 310

round and cannot make dodge or defensive a
ctions.
They say the worst questions are the ones left
unanswered, so here’s a few other things about
encounters you may not know you don’t know.
What happens if I can’t breathe?
Suffocation- Suffocation occurs when a
character goes a number of minutes or rounds
without air, equal to the fortitude modifier x2.
For each round/minute after you reach that
point you take 1 point of temporary damage,
and you must make a fortitude check to maintain consciousness. 1 damage per round till you
reach 0 at which point you die.
What happens to me if I fall?
Falling- Falling causes damage equal to +1
per 10 feet minus the characters fortitude modifier.
Success and Failure chart
+6-Legendary
+5-Outstanding
+4-Superb
+3-Great
+2-Good
+1-Fair
0- Mediocre
-1-Trivial
-2-Poor
-3-Terrible
-4-Horrid
-5-Abysmal

Encumbered- A character who carries up
to half his weight allowance takes no penalty
to speed. When you reach 1/2 to 2/3 of your
weight allowance, you move slowly, taking
a -10 foot speed penalty. When you reach 2/3
of max weight allowance, you lose 1 action per
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Destiny
All beings, they say, have a destiny. A purpose, a
predetermined course laid out for them from the
moment of their inception. For most creatures this is
true, but for the Nouveau this is different. Their very
nature of change and exploration makes them able
to twist the threads of destiny, allowing them some
leeway in Fate’s machinations.
Destiny Points are gained by role-playing the
character you have designed. That’s right, by making choices and putting yourself in your character’s
shoes, you get to decide how your character gains
destiny Points. Through utilization of her points she
evolves and becomes stronger. In Mechanika you gain
Destiny by role-playing your character’s Lower Self,
Higher Self, Concept, and Flaws.
This system puts you in charge of your character’s advancement as much as the GM. For example:
Your character has greedy lech as her Lower Self. Every
time she makes a pass at a lady of the evening, and
haggles over her price, regardless of the fact that the
rest of the group sent her over to gain information
about the missing governess, she should gain a destiny
point. Especially if she is ignoring the badgering of
the rest of the group, and potentially making in-game
enemies. If your GM does not give you FP based on
something you feel your character should have gotten FP for, just ask him. This system is symbiotic and
allows for congress.
As a GM we suggest you have a list of all of
your characters’ Concepts, Lower Selves, and Higher
Selves so that you can easily dole out points. Destiny
points should always be given out in single points unless something extreme happens. For example, a character with the Higher Self will always protect women
and children throws himself on top of a grenade to
protect a school class and nearly dies. An action like
that could provide three or even more fate points depending on the GM. /.
Destiny points are essential to game play. Not
only can it be traded in for Experience Points at the
end of a gaming session to improve your character,
but it can also be spent to change the game itself! A
character can spend destiny points in the following
ways.
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Challenge Fate- A character can attempt to
rewrite fate by spending 2 destiny points. When a
character challenges fate he is allowed to re-roll two
of his dice and he must take the new roll for better or
worse. The character must re-roll two dice, and cannot re-roll the new outcome. After all, fate can only
be stretched so far.
Consequence- A character who finds himself
on death’s door or in a life or death situation may
invoke his destiny points and cause a consequence to
enter play. This costs four of his points but allows him
to escape death! The character however, must pick a
consequence to his impending death. For example: If
your character is caught in a drake’s fiery breath and
would lose his last wound of Constitution, he may
choose to invoke a consequence to survive the attack.
This action would cost him four destiny points, and he
would need to take the hideous (-3 to social encounters) flaw from his horrific burns.
Scene Interrupt- By far the most powerful
manipulation of fate. The character actually alters the
world in a measurable way! The character may invoke
a scene interrupt for six destiny points to cause something in the scene to change or happen outside his
normal actions.
This must be approved by the GM, and it
must be plausible. For example, your character was
dropped off by his contact, Harris the Sky Pirate, in
his biplane, to search for the lair of the drake.
Unfortunately, he finds it, and the drake is
about to kill him with a blast of fiery breath. He
invokes a scene interrupt and asks the GM if Harris
can fly by and drop him a rope, that way he can grab it
and they both can escape. The GM agrees to this plan.
The GM explains to him that there is no guarantee
that he will escape, but he can try if he wants to spend
his points. The player agrees, and instead of being
fried to a crisp he escapes just in the nick of time.
Lastly, at the end of each session the player trades
his destiny points for experience points. Every three
fate points becomes an experience point, with the left
overs remaining as destiny points This is mandatory,
and players can not choose to keep destiny points for
the next serial..This prevents characters from stockpiling FP, and subsequently breaking the game.
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Enter the City of Spires
-A Mechanika Serial-

Sections in italics are meant to be read aloud.
For all intents and purposes throughout this demo the
scene and monster templates have already been
incorporated into the encounter description and
monster stats. They are still provided for
reference.
This serial is meant to be enjoyed with 5-7 players.
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The crash of a rough sea. The din of classical music.
The faint cries of laughter and cheer muffled
by steel walls, and the hum of flux. It has been six days since
the last passengers were picked up by the Autumn sunset.
One of a few enormous ships that function as a luxury
cruiser for the haves; and a barely humane travel option for
the have nots.
Some of the others sharing this dark and often foul
smelling hold with you have been on board for
weeks. Every one them forced, like you, to reside in the
cramped and dank belly of the cruiser with one goal
in mind: to find a newstart in the floating alien city of
Mechanika.
Since you boarded the ship it seems you have
encountered everything. You have seen the lowest dregs of
society, begging and pleading you for what little you yourself
have, to those trying to take by force what you have. They all
quickly stopped their persistence once it became clear that
you wereNouveau.
Nouveau. Those few souls born with different
abilities than most, whether they be supernatural or
otherwise. Your group quickly noticed what set you apart,
and it became your reason for banding together.
All of you now occupy a small 10 by 10 watertight
room originally used for storing coal or other fuel to be
converted to steam power by way of a flux engine.
There the seven of you have sat and held your own
counsel, waiting to see the first glimpse of the city of spires
and waiting for that chance at something better than your
old life.
Your group begins with Desmond Burr, a
detective from Great Falls in the far off empire of
America. He is quick witted and and equally quick at
opening his mouth, but with the skills to defend his often
rude tones. The group has seen him punch a moreuvian
twice his size out cold, and then immediately fire shots from
his two pistols disarmingfour others, his talents may not be
supernatural but they are amazing.
Glorb Puckett is the next member of your new

group, a goblin small even by goblin standards. Barring the
horrific burns across his body and the smell that accompanies the majority of his race, he seems more palatable than
most. He is calm and rational, hardly common traits for
goblins, but he also bears the mark of a Licensed Magister on
the small red coat that covers him from head to toe.
You have only seen him cast one invocation, in
which he belched a cone of fire and set a blagards hair
ablaze. He has also amazed you with sleight of hand, as
well as other tricks he says he learned as a child in the goblin
ghettos of old London.
Boulevard Mercuryblood is probably the rarest of
those traveling on this ship; he is a dwarf. Long hidden from
the other races, dwarves only truly came out of hiding after
Mechanika crashed to the surface from beneath the waves.
They have been harvesting the technology of the old ones
and the fae longer than anyone, and they are responsible for
the second age of blood and steam.
What little you could glean from his quiet and
stubborn lips is that he is from the deep clans. Those clans
forced to dwell below ground after the dwarf ascension wars,
and those that traveled away from the dwarf empire hiding
beneath the feet of those around the globe. His slate grey
skin and emerald green eyes show great sadness and pain,
and the layered elaborate cut of his beard and hair with its
fire red hues, would make him stand out even if he wasn’t
a dwarf. He has a strange variety of devices about him and
quite literally hums with flux. What other secrets he has
have yet to be discovered.
Janice Araignée is the most distant of your group and
she seems to make everyones blood run ice cold, for she is
not only a dhampyr from the Napoleonic empire, but also an
uncollared warlock.
Her pale white body and sleek features are gaunt and
jarring. She has long red and black hair and strange eyes,
one bright green eye and one that looks like a cat’s. She
wears a full length black dress of unknown material, thick
goggles and a wide brimmed hat even here in the ships dark
places.
Appearances aside she seems to fascinate and enthrall those in her presence, When she speaks, it is with the
words of a woman from a station much higher than one who
belongs in the hold...
You have only seen her use her blood magic once;
she pulled down a long glove and she sliced her wrist open
from one side to the other. The spray of blood churned and
boiled into nothingness, but the man who attempted to strike
herfell to the ground screaming and holding his arm. He was
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that crossing her, regardless of how cool she appears to be,
may have dire consequences.
The largest member of your group simply calls
himself Bobb. He is a moreauvian with a head like an Irish
Wolfhound hailing from the Celtic empire. He is kind and
compassionate, far beyond what you would expect from his
fierce appearance and thick armored clothing.
More than once you have seen him jump in front of
a defenseless person and take the brunt of an attack with an
armoured forearm, before striking back with a giant chain
that crackled with black and green electricity. He is talkative
and friendly, but often dodges questions about why he is
headed to Mechanika and where he got his strange
armaments.
The other lady in your party, if you can call her that, is
Isabel Akulov. A large stern faced woman from the
Czar’s realm. Even though she’s dressed in layers of Russian
cold weather gear, and her hair is cut short and simple, you
can’t help but think that there is a lovely woman somewhere
within her gruff tones.
She carries just one weapon you have seen which she
calls Piotr, and seems to have an almost loving attachment
to. This huge trench gun has been modified with a large
magazine and an even larger axe blade, and she seems more
than willing to display her amazing skill with this fearsome
device.
Finally you have Glindom Tepp. He is a sylvan from
the grey wastes. Unlike most sylvan, he seems to take his
plant-like appearance from mushrooms and moss instead of
trees and leaves.
Like Janice, he seems right at home in the dark
corridors of the ship. He often seems to have conversations
with no-one, and crawling through his moth-eaten suit is
some type of large newt which you all agree you have never
seen before. He bears many strange items which give your
party the chills, each covered in bizarre glyphs which seem to
mutate and change like shadow.
He carries two large knives that you have seen him
use with impunity, attacking with cold, precise strokes like
a surgeon. He is unsettling to say the least, and seems to
suffer from night terrors about the bogeyman. His strange
powers are undeniable; you once saw him disappear into a
closet, only to appear behind you and question why you were
following him.
These others are your group, and together you wait
to see what lies before you, finding companionship when and
where you can in these troubled times.
The day begins like any other, the only indication
that it’s morning is the sharp repeated whistle blows from
the engine room that dictate the time of the day as seven
bells. Your group wakes, and spends the day milling about in
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the small room you were able to secure, sharing brief
stories amongst one another, and pooling together what little
food you were rationed. This has been a hard few weeks
but shortly, if all goes well you will have a new life in a new
place.
As the day draws to a close in the twilight hours,
you hear amongst the echoed whispers and hum of flux the
sound of music and dancing from those on the above decks.
The concept of how one social class could live with nothing
and the other with everything is now, through this trip, more
obvious than ever. Before these thoughts can be discussed
with your group, there is a sudden lurch and crash of metal,
a bending of gears, a loud and powerful rush of water, and
the sounds of people screaming.
			The Accident
Scene Templates - Dark, Slippery, Flooding 20 min/round,
Rusted
The group should be prompted to explore after gathering
their gear, securing the hold, etc
As you open the door you hear the screams even
louder and you can see water rushing along the deck,
reflected in the gas lamps hanging above. As you move out
into the corridor, the freezing water rushes past your feet. It’s
only about ankle deep to most of you; except Glorb who is up
to his knees in it.
In order to keep his footing in the rushing water
Glorb must make an Athletics roll: Difficulty +0.
If he fails he is pushed 10 feet away from the group each
round till he makes a successful roll, or hits a wall where
he takes 1 damage.
If Bobb offers to carry him he may do so at no
penalty and gains two destiny points for playing his
characters higher self. Each character that moves at more
than half speed will fall and be prone unless they make an
Athletics roll: Difficulty 0
The slippery deck and crowds of people screaming
and running around like frightened cattle both clouds your
ability to see and makes these dark corridors even more
frustrating to navigate.
Finally your group reaches the source of the water;
there is a huge hole ripped in the side of the ship, and the
ocean is pouring through. At this point the water is reaching
up to your knees and its freezing temperature is numbing
your senses even further. What caused this horrific tear is
unknown, but one thing is certain: you need to find a way
off this ship!
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To determine the source of the breach Desmund
and Boulivard may make profession: investigate or
engineering rolls: Difficulty +1.
If Desmund succeeds read the following: As you
look about in the cloudy water and quickly sort through
the piles of debris, you determine this damage was caused
from the outside and could not have been caused by a bomb,
sabotage, or other internal attack.
If Boulivard succeeds: You wade through the
freezing water to inspect the warped and bent opening
and come to the following conclusion. This was literally
ripped open by something or someone
huge. There is no projectile and no sign of a torpedo, this
was done by something far more terrible.
If both Desmund and Boulivard succeed allow
Glorb to make an Occult roll: Difficulty +0.
If successful read: You feel a cold chill run down your spine,
as you suddenly put the pieces together. “Dear gods it’s a
dread ship!” Your tiny voice cracks as you speak the cursed
name. “Dagon’s children sail vast dead ships, powered by sea
monsters and born from his own blood. They prey on any
vessels they find, dragging them to the depths for
Dagon to devour. We have to get outta here!”

Each group member, save Glindom, must make a
willpower roll: Difficulty +1. If they fail they take
one point of stress from the traumatic scene.
When entering the door read:

			The Escape

Have the group make a search check: Difficulty +0,
when successful read:

The group should be encouraged to find an exit.
When they start moving again read the following:
The current is getting stronger and bodies are now
washing past you, swirling like broken dolls floating in the
gutter after a hard rain. Up ahead of you one of the many
water tight doors leading to the surface decks has been
opened and you watch to your surprise as passengers run
from it back into the embrace of the freezing cold water and
disappear down the corridor, screaming in terror.
If they try and follow the passengers read the
following:
As you finally catch up to the passengers, there is
a horrific rumbling and you watch as the bulkhead gives
way. In a split second of horror and panic over 12 people are
swept through the bulkhead screaming and being torn to
pieces by the ships now ragged sides.
The sight of this alone would break most people, but
you are Nouveu and you steel yourself against the horror
of it all. Even you however are not prepared for the horrific
tentacles and man sized crab-like claws that began probing
and slithering through the newly formed breach before the
bulkhead above gives way and blocks the horrific scene.
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Finally you are out of the freezing currents, but the
darkened steps here still run with water, perhaps from
another breach in the decks above. Fortunately as you
ascend the water serves only to make the deck and steps
slippery and hardly treacherous.
Advancing up the stairwell, you find that many of
the doors are locked and you hear the rushing of water
behind them. Above you on the main deck new sounds can
be heard amongst the panicked cacophony. You hear sounds
of gunfire, screams, and echoes of dark alien noises that
rumble in ones mind like a swarm of angry wasps.
As your party climbs the last series of steps you see
the sight of what should have been access to the deck above,
but now is just a mess of wreckage and scrap from some
unknown attack. Without a way to the top deck and the lifeboats beyond, it will only be a matter of a few hours till you
sink below to the icy depths to meet the foul monsters who
dwell there.

While searching the floor below, you find a small,
two foot wide hole ripped into the bulkhead. Amazingly
there is no water coming from beyond. The door however is
locked from the other side. It’s water tight hatch shut from
the ships flood controls.
Either Glorb can simply crawl through and open
the door, or the wall can be smashed open. It is rusted and
damaged.
Wall
Hardness 2
Structure 5
Bobb can also make a strength check to tear open
the hole, difficulty: +3. Once inside read:
As you enter the room you see it has been used for
dances and parties, but its once resplendent decor and lavish
furnishings have now been soaked with water coming in
from ragged holes from the floor of the deck above.
The majestic furniture has been thrown about and
the chandelier has been smashed to the floor in thousands
of pieces. The lighting here, once powerful and bright, is dim
and flickering, and in the distance you catch a stairwell
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leading up to the ship’s main deck.
However, before you can breathe a sigh of relief, you
notice a number of large shaggy creatures descending the
steps. Five of them, each the size of a dog, covered in patches
of brown and grey fur, with clumps of moss and algae
clinging to their diseased pustule covered skin. Two red
beady eyes peer at you with menace and hate, there maws
filled with green and yellow jagged teeth, there lips draped
with writhing tentacles, and thick gills on their necks that
pump as though still trying to breath water.
They bear massive, rusted collars with strange
arcane markings carved into them. The collars bristle with
barbs and jagged edges that point inwards, causing obvious
pain to the creatures, and filling them with even more hate
and rage.
- Beast of Burden Number: 5
Templates: Diseased (consumption), vermin, bite, tough
hide, sensitivity: light, dark vision, scent, aquatic
Wounds: Con: BBB,HV,V, Stress (N/A), Ego (N/A)
Combat action: 1, Defensive action: 1
Movement: 40 feet,
Skills: Brawl (bite) +1
Damage: Bite +2
Armour +1
Dodge +1
Willpower N/A
Discipline N/A
After the battle Glorb, and Glindom may each
make occult rolls: Difficulty +2
Upon success they determine the meaning of the
marks on the collars. The collars read: These beasts shall
serve Dagon, his most holy master. Until their souls die and
are drowned and devoured. As is the fate of all things.
After the group continues up the stairs read:
The stairs lead upwards until at last you feel the
sting of cold rain and see the stars above. However, you find
that you are surrounded by dark shapes. Some are seen
scurrying about on all fours, and others walk about like
men, yettheir movement seems wrong and sickening.
The crew and a few others have taken defensive
positions across the deck, and the sound of firearms can be
heard. You also hear dull, dead murmurs in a strange
language that seems to claw at your very sanity.
Many of the life boats are gone and in the distance
a large boat can be seen wading and moving. And beside it
there is a hand, almost larger than the ship itself, reaching
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upwards from the water holding its fingers outstretched.
Before your group can make a rush toward the
lifeboats, a figure moves toward you, shrouded in a darkness
that seems to throw shadows on the night itself. It advances
slowly, raising a rusted gaff hook, its other hand crackling
with violet fire.
This encounter is known as a stage act. The characters
can not avoid the creature, and they must fight it. The
creature has a weapon skill of +4 and 4 combat actions per
turn. It deals +1 damage from the gaff hook. The beast can
also use Dagons Wrath, a touch effect. It deals +0 stress
damage, and needs a +2 focus roll to cast.
- Dagons Servant Templates: Can not be killed
Con N/A
Offensive actions 4
Weapon skill +4 (gaff hook) , damage +1
Focus +4 (Dagons Wrath). Damage +0 (Stress)
After one round read the following:
Your group is being savaged by this shadowy being.
Without warning, the creature sloughs off the shadows like
dead skin, and you can finally see its form. It appears to be
a humanoid with green scaled skin and dark blue eyes like
a great fish, with a rictus grin of teeth, white and sharp .
A voice screams in your head “Bow to Dagon! Feed
his children!” this scream repeats itself over and over, pulsing
within your mind, making it nearly impossible to think or
act.
Give the characters the chance to decide to fight or
run. Regardless of their decision read the following:
The strange creature seems to read your intent and
presses the assault, closing in for the attack, when suddenly
there is a tremendous crash. You feel the tearing scream of
metal on metal, and the whole world suddenly drops away
and changes direction. You begin to fall, smashing into
people and debris from the boat until at last you crash into
something hard and unyielding.
As you regain your senses, the storm worsening, you
see that you seem to be on land of some kind. The structure
towers above you, stabbing into the sky, so high that you can
not see its top. The ship is sinking now, into the depths just a
few yards from you, and the shapes are swarming over it as
you hear even more screams and sounds from the night.
Have the group make perception checks. Boulivard makes
the check at -1 difficulty. Perception: Difficulty +1.
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Upon success they find a door leading within the
enormous structure.
			The Black Dam
Scene templates - Cramped, Ancient, Flux heavy (+1 to all
casting), Flux regenerative (flux does not decrease on use
for effects below tier 4)
Once safely inside the structure you can hear the
endless sounds of gears and pistons, and under a dim light
you see a corridor that seems to lead on forever. This place
positively hums with flux and seems ancient and wrong
somehow, but anything is better than the damned ship you
just left.
Boulivard may tell the party he thinks they are in
the Black Dam as he and his clan are from there originally.
For more specific information he may also also make a
Knowledge: Black Dam roll: Difficulty 0. If he succeeds
read the following:
“We are in the section of the dam known as the
hinterdepth.It is a spot between my clan lands. the areas
inhabitedby the old ones spawn, and the atlanticans ilk. I’ve
beenhere before, and if we can find a service corridor we
shouldbe able to get to the top. From there we can
simply walk to either the Napoleonic border or the
Egyptian border.”
Once the group decides to continue, read the
following:
You have been traveling down the hallway of alien
metals and strange sensations for what seems like hours. The
corridor continues forward almost endlessly until at last you
see what may be a hatch in the roof. It protrudes downwards
from the ceiling in a silver half sphere,
shimmering and moving as if it were liquid.
If they wish to discover the purpose of this object
Janice, Glindom and Glorb may make occult rolls:
Difficulty+2. For the same info, Boulivard may instead
make a knowledge: Black Dam roll: Difficulty +0
To whoever succeeds, read:
You know what this is, it is an Old One pass stone
it requires you to touch it and answer a question to pass
through.
Once a player touches the pass stone read:
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The stone moves, wrapping (whoever touched the
stone)’s forearm in a cold, shiny metal. You hear a terrible
deep, rumbling sound in your head, uttering foul words in a
cursed language you do not understand. You see on all sides
of you a darkness- thick and pervasive. It is slowly creeping
and pressing in on you, sufocating you. The lights go out.
After a few seconds a pale luminescence begins to
glow from above, and the scene before you becomes clear:
Your friend laying facedown on the floor, a huge wound in
his back, blood pooled around him, dead.
The darkness presses in on all sides and suddenly,
walking out from it a creature approaches. It is pale and
hideously obese, with heavy folds of skin hanging off its
body. Its face has no facial features, but it holds up its hands,
palms out to the side of its head, and you see two large eyes
embedded in them watching you. A great mouth opens
where the creature’s stomach should be, and it speaks,
“I have killed your friend! Now tell me how I did it.
The means to his end are still in the room with you. Answer
and you may pass, fail and I will devour you.”
The creature clicks its great teeth in anticipation, and
waits for your answer to the twisted riddle.
In order to determine what happened the players
must make a perception check: Difficulty +3. Desmund
may use his profession: investigation skill instead:
Difficulty+1
For each level of success the party achieves, they
discover one of the following clues.
1. The victim was stabbed by a knife.
2. The victims back is wet but you are all dry at this point.
3. The victim has frostburn near the wound.
Answer: A knife of ice (or ice spear, icicle, etc).
If they are unable to answer, feel free to allow them
another roll for additional clues. Once answered read:
The creature closes it’s hands as if in prayer, and you
watch as it steps back into the shadows. You feel the
sensation of nausea and pain fill your bodies and heavy
darkness returns, but just as quickly as it all began, you are
back in the corridor.
You see your your friend, unharmed, still hanging
by their arm. Suddenly the stone surges like a popped pimple
revealing a hatch and ladder. Your friend speaks, 		
“What happened! You guys were like zombies there while
this thing had my arm?”
Allow time for the party to give an explanation if
they choose, once they continue read the following:
As your group travels through the passages of this
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strange place, you finally come to a large room. It looks as
though it may have been bunk rooms for some type of staff
long ago, or maybe even a prison. No matter what the case it
now lies empty and desolate.
Have the party make perception checks: Difficulty 2
A successful roll will reveal three bottles labeled:
“Professor Winslows Soothing Snake Oil!”. (Each one will
heal one point of constitution or stress damage)
Boulevard may use his stash ability here to refill
any ammo for the group, and to refill any grenades he has
used. If he chooses to do so read the following:
Boulevard recognizes this room as one he has visited
before, and he remembers that he has left an emergency
cache of supplies in the floor below one of the bunks.
After the party has finished searching and refilling
their supplies read the following:
You hear strange noises now like hoots or growls, but
their origins are unknown, as are their intentions.
Have the party make perception check against the
trogs: Perception: Difficulty +3
If they fail the trogs automatically gain the initiative.
Regardless of the result read the following:
Slithering from the shadows, on 6 appendages
covered in patches of fur and chitin are truly strange
creatures, with heads like a strange cross between primate
and insect. Each one about the size of a small child, they
approach amongst a mass of clicking and hoots seemingly
bent onviolence.
Accompanying them is an odd creature the size of a
human who seems to also speak in clicks, wearing strange
dark robes that shroud his face. It carries with it a large club
made of some strange alien metal.
- Trogs Number: 8
Templates: Extra, Small, Wall walker, Tough hide, Bite,
Claw, Camouflage , Sneak attack, Sensitivity: Light, Fire
Wounds: Con B, Stress B, Ego (na) (These creatures have
the “extra” template, giving them only one point in Con,
and Stress).
Combat actions 1, Defensive actions 1
Movement 50
Skills: Stealth +4, Brawl +2
Damage: Bite +2 Claw damage +1
Armour +1 (X2 damage for fire)
Dodge +2
Willpower +1
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Discipline +1
- Grench Spawn Number: 1
Templates: Vermin, Bite, Noxious, Tough hide
Wounds: Con: BB, HH, G, Stress: B,H,G, Ego (na)
Combat: Combat actions 1 Defensive actions 1
Movement 30
Skills: Brawl +2 Weapon skill (club) +2
Damage: Bite +1 Club +2
Armour +2
Block +1
Willpower N/A
Discipline N/A
After the fight they can find two large brown bottles
labeled “Professor Winslows Remarkable Revitalizer!”.
If used, either of these elixirs will heal all constitution or
stress damage.
After they have found the elixirs have either Boulevard or Desmund make a Perception roll: Difficulty +0.
Upon success read the following:
You notice that the club the creature is carrying looks
strange and alien. Upon further inspection you notice that
it is not a club at all, but a piece of the dam itself, it looks
important.
Once they finish searching, etc read the following:
As you push forward you find a strange room of
gears and clockwork bits, and after a few moments you recognize it as a lift. Looking above you, far off in the distance
you can make out what very well might be light, and an end
to this horrible ordeal.
As you examine the controls however you find the
lever is missing. However fortunately the club you recovered
from the strange creature clicks into place, and you see that
the club is in fact a piece of the lift. Then, in a whir of gears
and hum of flux, you ascend so quickly that you are
all knocked to the floor. In just a few minutes of breakneck
speed, the lift crashes to a halt launching you all out into the
bright morning light.
As you look back you see the lift has wedged itself in
the opening, rendering it useless. The view from here is that
of miles of terrain. The seas on one side, the realm of
Atlantica on the other far below, and in the distance
skyships! Great flying ships held aloft by sacks of flux
infused gasses. They seem to be heading your direction, but
they may not have noticed you yet.
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Players can make a fire, fire off guns, etc to attract
the ships. If glorb launches a fire blast give him two destiny
points for his love of fire.
			The Air Ships
Once they have the ships flagged down, read the
following:
The ships hover above you, throwing down rope
ladders engraved with the mechanical M, the symbol of
Mechanika. As you climb upwards, you peek down to see the
floating bodies and tip of the ship that you had been on far
below. This is the end of a very long night and perhaps the
new start you have been looking for.
As your group climbs on board, you find over two
dozen soldiers with their weapons pointed at you. A bald
headed human in a captains jacket walks toward you.
“State who you are and your purpose. We’ve lost an
entire ship last night, and you nouveau are the only
suspects we have.”
In this encounter either Janice or Isabel may attempt to take control of the situation by using social
combat to either persuade or intimidate the captain that
the party is innocent.
- Airship Captain Wounds: Con (na), Will (na), Ego bb
Willpower (vs intimidate) +1
Discipline (vs persuade) +1
Once the captain takes two points of ego damage he gives
in.
If Janice succeeds read:
“Please sir, we only just escaped, some awful pirates
attacked us and, well, we barely survived.” You pout and lift
your goggles a bit. “Please sir you have to believe us,” as you
proceed to do your best fake faint on the deck.
The captain runs forward, “Take the lady and her
friends to my quarters and bring them some food!”
Your group is lead to the captains room, where you
finally find some good food and can get some rest in his
lavish quarters, thanks to Janices quick thinking. You all talk
quietly amongst yourselves, now enjoying your flight and
wondering what wonders Mechanika will hold.

“Your men are a bunch of simpering cowards! We
foughtthe old ones, and murdered their ilk. We have faced
horrorstogether that would break the minds of your pathetic
crew,and I will fight till death or damnation for my friends,
andI hope you would do the same for these children you
dare to call soldiers!”
The captain steps back, shakes his head, and laughs
loudly “Well boys we have a fighter, and I believe her. Too
bad none of you are half the man she is. Take ‘em below and
give ‘em some rations.”
Your group retires below lead by jovial shipmates
asking questions about your perilous journey, while deep
down your group wonders what will happen now once you
reach the city of spires.
If neither Janice nor Isabel are successful the group
will be forced to surrender. After they lay down their arms
read the following:
You drop your weapons and go below, you are fed
quite well and questioned over and over. After hours of interrogation they say they will take you to Mechanika, and give
you back your gear. At least its over and soon your group
will finally be at your new home.
		No Good Deed Goes Unpunished
The last few days have been spent on the ship, flying
above the horrors you faced below. At long lastyou are finally
lead back to the upper decks to see the arrival at
Mechanika.
The spires rise high into the sky, filled with skyports
of all sizes. The enormous floating metal island seems to be
covered in buildings, sky roads, rail tracks, and
thousands of people .
As the ship docks you are lead off, and you head
down with the crew to the port district of the city. It is hard
to imagine a wider variety of people and creatures, all
moving with such purpose, hurrying about.
The captain hands your group twenty-five sovereigns
in a velvet bag, and points to a bar nearby, a small brick
building with a rooster painted on the wall. “They call it the
royal cock.” he says, “If you need work I may have some for
you. In the meantime go on and have a drink on me, and
we’ll join ya in a few.”

If Isabel succeeds read:

Let them wander about, but stop them from going
too far into the city. Police asking for papers should be
enough to force them back to the bar. After they get settled
into the bar read the following:

You slam the butt of your gun on the deck and the
men slide backwards a full step.

After an hour of drinking and eating with the
captains money, you hear some ruckus from outside.
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Before your group can react however, a whole platoon of
men including a collared warlock and at least two licensed
magi, have surrounded you. You hear the familiar voice of
the captain,
“Surrender. You are under investigation for the
destruction of an entire ship, and the murder of its crew and
passengers. Surrender, and may the gods have mercy on your
souls”
Perhaps this wasn’t such a good idea after all.
		

To be continued...

The group of
the Autumn Sunset
The story doesn’t end here! The characters you
have just played have many adventures ahead of them
in Mechanika. They are a motley crew for sure, but each
member brings something to the table and their skill sets
challenge and compliment one another.
Each one of these characters has their own goals,
objectives, and stories to experience, through upcoming
serial adventures. We sincerely hope you will have as much
fun exploring and role-playing these characters as we had
building them.
When the full book is released of course, you will
have the opportunity to literally play any type of character,
with any type of skill-set, that you can conceptualize. For
now we are pleased to introduce you to the first of many
serial adventures for the passengers of the Autumn Sunset.
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Janice Araignee’s’
Spell List

Deaths Hand
Difficulty +2Janice uses uses her magic blood to cloud the mind of a target, and convince
the target that they have had an arm, leg, or hand severed in a brutal explosion
of blood and gore. This spell affects one target, within ten feet per level of
success. Death’s hand deals +0 stress damage to that target.
Healing Touch
Difficulty +2
Janice releases regenerative flux from her blood. This flux seeks out and heals
either her or an ally, for up to two points of hurt constitution, or one point of
hurt stress. This is a touch effect.
Touch of Hate
Difficulty +2
Janice touches an opponent and her blood surges out from beneath her skin
like hundreds of tiny needles dealing +1 damage. This is a touch attack.
32
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Glorb Puckett’s
Incantations
Flaming Razor
Difficulty +1
Glorb harnesses the flux around him and ignites his straight razor setting it
ablaze. His straight razor attacks deal +1 fire damage. This lasts for one round
per level of success.
Flame Loogy
Difficulty +1
In true goblin fashion Glorb spews forth a vile globule of fire and goblin flem.
This attack can target a single creature within ten feet per level of success, and
deals +0 fire damage. If the creature is set ablaze it will burn for one round per
level of success..
Not in the face!
Difficulty +2
Glorb slams his feet on the ground and drops into the fetal position as a chunk
of rock or metal in the shape of Glorb’s face surges up to block a single attack.
This is an interrupt action.
Flaming Crevasse
Difficulty +2
Glorb pounds his feet on the ground, causing the earth around him to ripple
with quakes and surge with gouts of flame.All enemies in a 10 foot spray in
front of him must roll an opposed agility or athletics check. If they fail they
fall prone and take +0 damage.
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Glindom Tepp’s’
Totems
The Skull of Sorrow
Difficulty +2
Uses: 3
This strange carved skull glows with unsettling geometric patterns when
activated, and causes a a creature to burst into violet and green flames. The
skull has a range of ten feet per level of success, and can affect one creature in
that area. This effect deals +1 fire damage. This attack ignores armor.
Shard of Shadows
Difficulty +2
Uses: 1
This shard of glass is covered in runes and scratches, and seems to hold inky
blackness within it justwaiting to burst free. Once the shard is shattered the
shadows release entangling an enemy and holding him bound and prone. This
lasts for one round per level of success.
Knob of Passage
Difficulty +2
Uses: 1
This brass doorknob is scarred with burn marks and and odd runes. When
Glindom “plugs: the doorknob into a wall a door materializes, allowing
passage. The wall must be ten feet thick or less, and the passage stays open for
one round per level of success.
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